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The Official Show News of the Malaysian International Furniture Fair

The 29th edition of the Malaysian 
International Furniture Fair kicked off 
with great fanfare during the Opening 
Ceremony that was held at the Grand 
Ballroom of MITEC yesterday morning.  
The event was officiated by Malaysian 
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister 
of Plantation and Commodities Dato’ 
Sri Haji Fadillah bin Haji Yusof, who 
commended MIFF for staging a robust 
comeback a year after Malaysia 
reopened its borders. 

He emphasised the importance of 
MIFF as a key platform for promoting 
Malaysian furniture to the world, 
with our exports currently reaching 
more than 160 countries, including 
affluent markets such as US, UK, 
Japan, Singapore and Australia. A 
large proportion of Malaysia’s annual 
furniture exports continue to be 

facilitated during MIFF each year, 
with total Malaysian exports in 2022 
reaching RM11.15 billion and MIFF 
2023 aiming to generate 4.88 billion in 
export value from business connections 
made this week itself. 

Given Malaysia’s expertise in crafting 
wooden furniture and the global 
market for this sector expected to 
grow to USD 550 billion by 2027, Dato’ 
Sri Fadillah Yusof said there was 
tremendous opportunity for Malaysian 
manufacturers to attain a bigger slice 
of the market and move up the value 
chain.

“With a ready platform such as MIFF at 
their doorstep, Malaysian companies 
have a simpler and more cost-effective 
way to enter the international market. 
I strongly encourage more Malaysian 

Nothing Beats

of MIFF
Deputy Prime Minister of Malaysia and Minister of Plantation and Commodities  
Dato’ Sri Fadillah Yusof lauded the return of the region’s most important furniture trade 
fair and believes the industry can achieve robust future growth

We’re having a celebration that ‘brings the 
world together’ tonight – and all global 
buyers are invited! Get ready for a fun night 
filled with delicious food and exuberant live 
entertainment starting from 6.30pm onwards 
at the Grand Ballroom of MITEC. There’s even 
a special lucky draw where you could win 
exclusive prizes – so hurry and redeem your 
tickets before they run out. Shuttle services 
will be provided for guests requiring transport 
after the event. 

2 March 2023 | 6.30pm
Grand Ballroom | Level 3 | MITEC

The International Buyers’ Night 
is HappeningTonight!

Redeem your ticket at the International 
Buyers’ Lounge (IBL) @ Level 3, WTCKL. 
Tickets available on a first come, first 
served basis - so get yours early!

the Global Reach
companies to utilise platforms such 
as MIFF to expand their international 
reach,” said the Plantation and 
Commodities Minister. 

Also present to officiate during 
yesterday’s opening ceremony was 
founder and chairman Dato’ Dr Tan 
Chin Huat, who underlined MIFF’s 
commitment to continue supporting the 
furniture sector and providing relevant 
opportunities to industry players. 

“The lost years of the pandemic has 
shown the importance of MIFF in global 
furniture commerce as a relevant and 
steady partner for business growth. We 
will continue working closely with the 
Malaysian furniture industry and other 
stakeholders to develop new prospects 
and new markets,” he said. 
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from IndustryExclusive Insights 
Build your knowledge of the market landscape by attending our carefully curated series of seminars and talks featuring 
renowned experts in the furniture industry. Seize this opportunity to stay up-to-date on trending topics and issues in the 
global furniture landscape and gain priceless insights that can help your business develop a competitive advantage.  

It’s my second time here and I’m 
happy to be back as the event now is 
much bigger than my last visit in July. 
It’s nice to see more suppliers and 
more products. Through exhibitions 
like MIFF, I am able to discover a 
lot of exhibitors and products that I 
wouldn’t know without it. It provides 
a lot of diversity and choice. 

We specialise in dining sets that have 
Scandinavian designs and innovative 
features without compromising on price 
competitiveness.  We’ve been in MIFF 
for more than 20 years and it’s a great 
platform to get to know new customers 
as well as meet our existing customers. 
Buyers come here to see new designs 
and we are always ready to surprise them 
with something different.  

We don’t just sell furniture, we 
sell design concepts with love. 
From living room to dining room to 
bedrooms, you can have all types of 
furniture created with one concept 
– and with love. The response 
has been amazing so far on the 
first day. The buyers have been 
very appreciative and we are very 
satisfied. To me, this is definitely one 
of the best platforms for furniture 
exporters to meet buyers from all 
around the world. 

We’re an online retail company in the 
UK that sells chairs and sofas. We’re 
starting to sell dining sets again 
after a few years break and we’re 
here to make some orders. There is 
a very good range of dining sets and 
wood furniture at MIFF. It’s my third 
time here and it’s great to have trade 
shows back– it’s like going shopping 
for the first time again! 

Venue: The Gallery | Level 1A, MITEC 

Buyers Exhibitors

What are the furniture design trends 
that are emerging in this post-pandemic 
future? Has the market demand shifted 
and are furniture makers ready to adapt? 

As policy makers move towards 
sustainability and ESG regulations, get 
to know the current trends and discover 
how the industry can prepare itself for the 
global sustainability agenda and ensure 
long-term value creation.

Find out more about the product 
certification services (PCS) 
offered by FRIM and the benefits 
it provides in helping local 
industries to produce quality 
products and meet international 
market standards. 

Speakers:

Speakers:
Speaker:

Speaker:

This presentation provides insights 
from the first ESG study conducted 
on the wood products industry in 
Malaysia, casting a spotlight on the 
current state of compliance and the 
challenges faced by industry players

11.00am - 11.45am (Forum) 11.45am - 12.30pm 2.00pm - 2.45pm 3.00pm - 3.45pm

Dr Eric Leong
Chief Judge of MIFF 
FDC 2023
Malaysia

Elemental Republic 
Malaysia

(Moderator)
xOrdinary
MalaysiaProfessor Dr Jegatheswaran 

Ratnasingam

Lim Bo Qiang 

Dr Sharmiza Adnan

The Furniture Design Trend 
in the Post Pandemic Era

ESG (Environment, Social 
and Governance): Will It 
Transform the Malaysian 
Furniture Industry?

The Future of Sustainability in 
the Global Furniture Industry 

Product Certification 
Schemes by FRIM

Tul Lekutai
Deco Moda Studio
Thailand

Universiti Putra Malaysia

FRIM PCS
Malaysia

Timber Specialist
Malaysia

Walter Tan Hamidah Abdullah
Fuller Academy 
Malaysia

Michelle Lee

The Green Factory
Malaysia

Harith Green 
Carpenter

MTCC 
Malaysia

Puan Sabrina 
Mawasi

Cafom Group Sourcing 
Limited Indonesia Rep Office

Wegmans Furniture 
Industries

Johann & Joann ConceptStunning Sofas Limited
Indonesia

UK

Pierre Barbara

Wynce Keh

Quek Kheng LongRichard O’Connor

Pioneers
2 March 2023 
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Fabulous 
Furniture

@ MIFF 2023

AnAxtravaganza

Featuring an attractive contemporary design, the Valiant sectional sofa is 
one you’ll want to spend lots of time in. Complete with unique wooden trim 
legs, this beautiful ivory chenille sofa has a deep, comfy seat that gives it 
an incredible sink-right-in quality that’s perfect for the whole family.

This beautiful large sofa with adjustable headrests features a chemically treated 
wooded frame made from kiln-dried tropical solid wood and plywood that is PEFC 
certificated for sustainability. The suspension system features thick rubber webbing 
and robust pocket spring, while the 31kg/m density of polyurethane foam guarantees 
a comfortable resting experience that will stand the test of time. 

The specialists in bedroom furniture 
once again deliver with a full set of 
modern styled bedroom furniture, 
from bedframe with headrest and 
side tables to wardrobe and dressing 
table complete with vanity chair. 
This contemporary concept features 
plenty of clever and hidden storage 
ideas, which is perfect for bedrooms 
requiring space saving layouts. 

The Odeon collection is stylistic and emanates a strong Art Nouveau 
influence. However, despite taking its cue from the outlandish art 
movement, it exchanges intricate, organic details for clear and refined 
lines that exhale elegance into the air it surrounds. To add value, 
the Odeon is stackable, which makes it easy and cost-effective for 
transportation while simultaneously reducing its carbon footprint.

This extra-large sofa will make a 
perfect home centrepiece where 
large groups of family members 
and friends can gather and relax. 
The elegant design has an ideal 
seat height of 460mm and comes 
with additional features for added 
comfort, such as a recliner seat on 
the left end and a chaise lounge 
on the right.

This classically styled dining 
room set will liven up family 
homes with its modern design 
and red fabric seats. The dark 
stained solid rubber wood adds 
a touch of elegance and helps 
it integrate easily with modern 
dining room colour palates. 

The contemporary and versatile 
MX2 collection has the ability to fulfil 
a variety of needs and demands for 
both home users and commercial 
enterprises. Apart from its sleek 
and elegant design lines, MX2 also 
takes health concerns into account 
to provide better value and quality of 
life for customers.

WTCKL, Hall 2B, Booth 2B25

MITEC, Hall 11, Booth M1101A

MITEC, Hall 10, Booth M1013

MITEC, Hall 11, Booth M1102

MITEC, Hall 11, Booth M1101

MITEC, Hall 4, Booth M401

MITEC, Hall 7, Booth M702A

www.whlfurniture.com

www.kian.com

www.kenittisofa.comwww.acmecorp.com

www.bsfurniture.com

www.pohhuat.com

www.omegasofa.com

Wang Heng Leong 
Furniture Trading

Kian Export

Kenitti Sofa

Omega Sofa

ACME Fine Furnishings

BS Furniture Industries

Poh Huat Furniture Industries

A Sofa to Sink-Right-In

Living in Chic Comfort

A Sense for Saving Space

Stylishly Refining the Stackable

Comfort for Large Living Spaces

Classic Dining for the Family

Modern, Sleek and 
Healthy workspaces

Fabulous 
Furniture

of classic & contemporary 
furniture concepts 
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Primus versatile shelving solution 
is designed to be easy to assemble 
and customisable according to your 
needs. The lightweight and durable 
material is convenient to clean and 
can support a significant amount of 
weight. Easily installed in a matter 
of minutes, they make an excellent 
choice for anyone looking for an 
efficient way to organise their space.

Primus versatile shelving solution 
is designed to be easy to assemble 
and customizable according to your 
needs. The lightweight and durable 
material is convenient to clean and 
can support a significant amount of 
weight. Easily installed in a matter 
of minutes, they make an excellent 
choice for anyone looking for an 
efficient way to organize their space.

This Koul Dining table with six chairs brings to life the Japanese ‘wabi-sabi’ 
aesthetic of enchanting imperfection. The minimalist and stylish table top 
features an oak veneer and is complemented by rubber wood and rattan seat 
chairs in a combination of natural, black and white washed hues. The table 
comes in two sizes of 1.8m and 1.5m in length respectively. 

Modern working trends require 
innovative new solutions. This 
high-quality working desk offers 
easy electric height adjustment to 
meet various working styles and 
settings with the touch of a button. 
Quick delivery is a hallmark of this 
manufacturer that handles its own 
importing and exporting.

This bold and contemporary 1+6 
Hamaton dining table and chairs 
will add elegance and drama to 
home dining spaces. Featuring 
wide lines and a unique 
X-styled base, this modern yet 
comfortable dining furniture is 
constructed from solid wood and 
MDF and finished in luxurious 
matte dark tones.

The Loros Series features 
polyhyacinthe  with timeless weaved 
patterns and designs that are 
reminiscent of classic traditional 
Malaysian lazy chairs. Designed to 
be used outdoors, the Loros Kitchen 
Stool will match easily with any bar 
counter or raised table, while giving 
off a chill vibe and cosy ambience. 

WTCKL, Hall 3, Booth 326

MITEC, Hall 11, Booth M1110F

MITEC, Hall 9, Booth M903

WTCKL, Hall 3, Booth 320

MITEC, Hall 10, Booth M1012F

MITEC, Hall 11, Booth M1105A

MITEC, Hall 10, Booth M1006G

MITEC, Hall 2, Booth M227

www.goldentechfurniture.com

www.aoyuanfurniture.com

www.hoonyuenfurniture.com.my

www.royce.com.tw

www.slifffurniture.com

www.vsconceptfurniture.com

www.cznantai.com

www.d-designerfurniture.com

Golden Tech Furniture 
Industries

Langfang Aoyuan Furniture

Hoon Yuen Furniture Industries

VS Concept Furniture

Royce Enterprise

Sliff Industries

Jiangsu Nandi Intelligent 
Technology

D Designer Furniture

Ready-To-Assemble Home 
Furniture Specialists

Versatile and Practical 
Shelving

Charming Wabi-Sabi Aesthetic

Work at Your Preferred Height

A Bold Dining Statement

Malaysian-Inspired 
Woven ConceptsThe never boring Twenty-Three Series 

infuses contemporary mid-century 
modern design with an elegant French 
Walnut Colour in this eye-catching kid’s 
bedroom collection. Thoughtful details 
abound in this set, with a combination 
of flat panels and arc comers, neat and 
smooth lines matched with pure black 
long handles, and special curvilinear 
corners to prevent hard bumps and 
enhance safety. This classic yet modern 
concept will add contemporary comfort 
into any child’s bedroom. 

Modernity in the Details

Fabulous 
Furniture
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MITEC, Hall 9, Booth M919A
www.anjifurniture.com

Anji Weiyu Furniture

MITEC, Hall 9, Booth M912A

Anji Longrun Seating 
Products Factory

The Linnen Collection brings textures 
to life in this premium upholstery range 
created to stimulate your tactile senses. 
In addition to looking natural and 
feeling amazing, the Linnen collection 
is also durable with UV resistance, 
fire retardant, cold-crack resistance, 
anti-microbial and Phthalates free 
properties. It’s the ultimate upholstery 
selection for your home or business 
décor.

MITEC, Hall 10, Booth M1003E
www.nylexpolymer.com

Nylex Holdings

Tactile Premium Upholstery

MITEC, Hall 9, Booth M913H
www.muccatex.com

Zhejiang Mucca Textile

WTCKL, Hall 4A, Booth 4A05B
Hang Zhou Sky Fabric

MITEC, Hall 9, Booth M929
www.chinarug.com

www.synergywood.com.my

Beijing Home Value

MITEC, Hall 9, Booth M917A
www.cyrecliners.com

Anji Chunyun Furniture

Jacquard Textile Mills brings 
together Chinese and Turkish 
textile expertise in a joint 
venture based in TongXiang, 
the textile City in Zhejiang 
Province China. Since 2004, 
the factory has specialised in 
all kinds of upholstery fabric 
for furniture and home textile. 
Backed by a strong emphasis 
on strong quality control and 
providing excellent service, 
their high-quality products only 
cater to export markets, with 
strong demand especially from 
Europe and Japan. 

This compact dinette set is the 
perfect kitchen companion for 
everyday dining. Constructed 
from solid rubberwood for 
long lasting durability, this 
set consists of a modern 
contemporary table, stool and 
bench in a bright and natural 
hue to match classic kitchen 
tones. The set may be packed 
into one carton for efficient 
loading and top value.

MITEC, Hall 1, Booth F1D19

MITEC, Hall 6, Booth M610

www.lrfurniture.com

TongXiang Jiasi Chemical Fiber

Synergy Wood Products

Turkish-Chinese Textile 
Inspirations

Contemporary Compact 
Dinette

MITEC, Hall 9, Booth M920A
Henglin Home Furnishings

Fabulous 
Furniture
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General
Info

Time: 0830 hrs - 0930 hrs (1-4 March)

Opening hours: 9.30am - 6.00pm

Admission fee: RM20

No admission to person(s) 
under the age of 16

Dress code is smart casual
*4 March opening hours: 9.30am - 5.00pm

Time: 1800 hrs - 1845 hrs (1-3 March)
 1700 hrs - 1800 hrs (4 March)

Time: 0930hrs - 1800hrs (1-3 March 2023), 0930hrs - 1700hrs (4 March 2023)

Daily Morning Hotel Transfer Daily Evening Hotel Transfer

Shuttle Transfer WTCKL        MITEC

MITEC & WTCKL to Official Hotels

Pick Up Point
WTCKL Main Entrance, Level 2 (Bus Bay)
MITEC Level 1 - South Entrance

Taxi Stand
WTCKL Main Entrance, Level 2
MITEC Level 1 - South Entrance

•	Dorsett Hartamas Kuala Lumpur
•	Hyatt House Mont Kiara
•	JW Marriott Hotel Kuala Lumpur
•	Park Royal Collection Kuala Lumpur
•	Seri	Pacific	Hotel	Kuala	Lumpur

•	Shangri-La Hotel Kuala Lumpur
•	Sheraton Imperial Kuala Lumpur
•	Sofitel	Kuala	Lumpur	Damansara
•	Sunway Putra Hotel Kuala Lumpur
•	Wedgewood Residences

Transportation

Admission
Rules


